Imperial College London PhD Academic English Requirement & Writing Courses

EXEMPTION CRITERIA MET?

- Take the first available ENGLISH ASSESSMENT 1 after registering for the PhD

Result: LEVEL 1
- Recommended PREPARATION FOR ACADEMIC WRITING

Result: LEVEL 2
- Recommended ACADEMIC WRITING 1
- Optional CONSULTATIONS and CSS* SESSIONS

ENGLISH ASSESSMENT 2 (at time of ESA = approx. 9 MONTHS)

Result: LEVEL 1 or LEVEL 2
- Recommended ACADEMIC WRITING 2
- Optional CONSULTATIONS and CSS* SESSIONS
- Optional ADVANCED ACADEMIC WRITING or WRITING A RESEARCH PAPER

Result: LEVEL 3
- Recommended ACADEMIC WRITING 1 & 2 (condensed)

Result: LEVEL 4
- Optional ADVANCED ACADEMIC WRITING
- AND/OR
- Optional WRITING A RESEARCH PAPER

Students who meet the requirement will not be reassessed.

Assessment feedback session with CfAE tutor to discuss recommended course of study.

Recommended IMPROVING ACADEMIC WRITING

Recommended ADVANCED ACADEMIC WRITING

Recommended WRITING A RESEARCH PAPER

Optional CONSULTATIONS and CSS* SESSIONS

*CSS = Communicating Science Successfully

For more information, please click on the underlined links.